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During the last two decades, power system engineers are much concerned about
the quality of power that is being supplied to the customers. Power losses at the
lower level, compensating devices to balance the active and reactive power and over-
all stability of the power system is demanded. Thus, the present power system is
now undergoing a severe transformation and expansion due to the available smart
technologies, the evolution of renewables and for the rapid increase of electricity
demands. Power electronics technology plays a vital role in the integration of re-
newables and minimizing power quality problems. The voltage source converter is
one of the key elements in the power electronics field which make the significant
contribution to incorporating renewables and lessening power quality problems. It
is possible, due to its power conversion and power controllability features.
In this thesis, the reactive power control features in the grid-connected voltage source
converter are implemented and verified through different simulations. The battery
storage is used as the source of voltage during the thesis. In the implementation
stage, the converter parameter and filtering technique are firstly selected, keeping
in mind that the expected converter is at MW level. Later, grid synchronization
and inner current control are implemented using a simple PI controller. To design
the proper controller parameters, the dynamics of the converter is also analyzed.
During the power control stage, conventional droop mechanism is applied to generate
current reference in order to manipulate the reactive current that is generated by
the converter. Manipulating the reactive current defines to what extent of reactive
power is to be controlled regarding support grid voltage.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Renewable sources are the most important energy resources which have the utmost
potential to face the challenge of global warming. It would be the only viable
alternative during the scarcity of fossil fuel and when the fossil fuel would completely
be diminished from the earth. Utilization of renewable energy in a usable form is
a prominent field of research in recent days [1]. At present, the scale of renewable
energy production is low. Thus, it is prevalent that, the renewable sources are
connected to the grid through the interfacing device. The power electronics converter
plays a significant role as an interface between the energy source and the grid.
Moreover, power transfer in an ideal form is not possible due to the intermediate
interruptions of power and non-linear characteristics of the loads. On the other
hand, it is necessary to supply power to the customer at the particular voltage level
to meet with the operational requirements of load [2]. However, it is excellent news
in the field of the power system that power electronic devices are now being used as
multi-tasking purpose like, when integrating renewable into the grid it also supports
the grid using its control features.
Electrical energy is generated from the power station, and it is transmitted through
the transmission and distribution networks. Generally, the electrical power system
is based on AC, and the simultaneous flow of both active power and reactive power
is the main characteristics of the AC power system. The flow of active and reactive
power happens due to the existence of several types of electrical equipment in the
power system which is responsible for producing or absorbing active and reactive
power. For example, synchronous machines, capacitive loads, inductive loads and
transmission lines. To, distribute power to the customer level it is required to pro-
vide power with minimal losses and a fixed voltage. On the contrary, due to the
nature of load and disturbances in the power system may arise voltage instability
at the feeder point. One of the vital factors of voltage variation is the inability to
control reactive power required by the electrical loads. Controlling reactive power
from the generating station is not feasible because of the limited amount of reactive
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power generating ability of generators and its associated power losses during trans-
mission. However, the local control of reactive power can solve the issues related
to the voltage instability by injecting or absorbing reactive power locally. Besides,
nowadays distributed energy resources like renewable energy resources are generat-
ing electrical energy and connected to the network of distribution as well as taking
part in the power-sharing process in a more flexible way.
Various types of reactive power control techniques have already been implemented
to meet the requirements of local reactive power. Passive compensation is not very
popular while active compensation technique is getting its popularity due to their
adaptation capability with the power system dynamics [3]. In this field, power
electronics is continuously emerging as a key player of reactive power compensa-
tion in power system as well as renewable energy integration due to their attractive
controllability features of active and reactive power. Thyristor controlled VAR com-
pensator is already established in the modern power system where capacitive and
inductive impedance is determined by the controlling of the firing angle of thyristors.
The usage of large capacitor and inductor makes the traditional VAR compensator
uncomfortable to deploy in the power system due to their increased size. So, the
converter based STATCOM is being developed where especially, the voltage source
converter can take part in reactive power compensation and current harmonic re-
duction by connected in shunt with the power system. In addition to that, power
electronics converters are nowadays used to incorporate renewable energy sources in
the power grid. So, there is another scope of using voltage source converters to fulfill
reactive power requirements at the incorporated point. In this thesis, the focus point
is how reactive power is regulated in the voltage source converter and its substantial
effect on keeping the voltage of the point of common coupling at permissible limits.
Several methods of reactive power control in voltage converters have been studied.
Among them, conventional droop control is the most exciting and straightforward
way of reactive power sharing on the local reactive power requirement. Two types
of droops exist in the power system. One is frequency droop, and another one is
the voltage droop. Voltage difference from the preferred level to the instantaneous
level will determine the supplied or absorbed reactive power by the inverter is called
voltage droop. If the voltage difference is positive, then reactive power is supplied to
the point of common coupling and vice versa. Consequently, voltage droop keeps the
voltage at the constant level by supplying reactive power to the grid or absorbing it
from the grid [4]. The researchers in the field of power electronics have always paid
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attention in the most conventional droop control method of sharing reactive power
with the grid in order to meet the grid requirements.
The study process commenced through the discussion on the grid-connected con-
verter and its application, familiarizing the theory of independent control of active
and reactive power and the conventional droop method regarding control reactive
power. Later, the step by step procedure is followed from the model design to the
final reactive power control implementation and testing.
42. THEORY OF POWER CONTROL AND
DROOP CONTROL METHOD
This chapter introduces grid-connected converter, types and its application. Nowa-
days more and more renewable energy sources are taking part in supplying electric
power to the customer by connecting them to the grid with the help of the grid-
connected converter. Conventionally, the grid-connected converter is used intending
to converting electrical power one form to another depending on the end user re-
quirement. Besides the conventional application of the grid-connected converter, this
chapter describes how the grid-connected converter is used in the modern power sys-
tem as a power quality enhancement device. Power quality improvement is achieved
by implementing different control techniques in the converter such as DC link volt-
age control and the inner current control. Inner current control aids the power
control of the grid-connected converter using different control methods. The droop
method is used in the most of the literature, and it is classified as conventional and
modified droop. Due to the limitation found using conventional droop, many re-
searchers are proposed various droop method after the modification of conventional
droop. Conventional droop regarding power control in the grid-connected converter
is extensively discussed in this chapter.
2.1 Grid-connected converter
The renewable sources such as solar, wind produces electrical energy which is then
transferred to the utility grid. Transferring is done by converting the produced
electrical energy in a suitable form concerning frequency and forms of power (AC) for
the utility grid. Moreover, power transfer from the utility grid to the load is possible
through the power conversion process depending on the application. The converter
which is responsible for the conversion process and made with power electronic
devices is called the grid-connected converter [5, 6]. The noteworthy contribution
of the grid-connected converter also in the field of flexible AC transmission system
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and the HVDC transmission system [6]. The converter is in inverter mode when
it converts DC power to AC power and the rectifier mode when the conversion is
reversed. The Figures below interprets the grid connection of renewable sources
through the grid-connected converter. Figure 2.1, showing that electrical power
generated in the solar generator is DC form and delivered to the grid through the
grid-connected converter by converting DC power to AC power. Despite, the wind
generator in Figure 2.2, generated electrical power in AC form, the back to back
connection of the converter is used to feed the generated electrical power to utility
grid with appropriate frequency.
Solar Generator Inverter
Grid
DC
AC
Figure 2.1 Grid connection of solar generator
Wind Generator Rectifier Inverter
AC
DC
DC
AC
Grid
Figure 2.2 Grid connection of wind generator
Based on the nature of the source, the grid-connected converter can be classified in
voltage and current source converter. If the source is DC voltage and unchanged
during the operation of the grid converter is called a voltage source converter whereas
the current source converter has an input of constant current source [7]. The example
of the constant voltage source is battery storage, and the current source is the
photovoltaic generator. In this thesis, the voltage source converter is chosen for the
reactive power control analysis.
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2.2 Applications of grid-connected converter
2.2.1 FACTS devices
Nowadays, power quality issue in the modern power system has become a significant
concern. It is because of using power electronic devices, the incremental number of
non-linear loads and the incorporation of renewable energy sources into the smart
grid. Consequently, power system behavior is being deviated from its natural norm.
During the early twenty centuries, the flexible AC transmission system evolved as a
solution to power quality problems by using controllable power electronic devices as
the FACTS component [8]. Power electronic device like the voltage source converter
is now being taken the significant place in the field of the flexible AC transmission
system.
STATCOM is a FACTS device which is mainly based on the voltage source converter
usually connected in parallel with the grid to make the power system healthy. It
responds very well to the power system abnormalities like voltage variation and
transients. When responding with power system abnormalities, it is just using the
control features of the voltage source converter. The ability of reactive power control
of the voltage source converter helps to minimize voltage variation and transients at
the point of interconnection [9]. STATCOM is used to generate or absorb reactive
power according to the requirement when control function activates [10]. Figure 2.3
shows the simplified diagram of a STATCOM.
DC
BUS
Magnetic Coupling
Voltage Source Convereter
𝑽𝑺𝑻𝑨𝑻𝑪𝑶𝑴  
 
𝑰𝑺𝑻𝑨𝑻𝑪𝑶𝑴 
 
Figure 2.3 Simplified diagram of a STATCOM connected with AC bus
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2.2.2 HVDC transmission
Traditional AC power transmission is transforming to DC transmission. Minimizing
losses in long-distance transmission, the absence of synchronous and stable opera-
tion requirement, DC power transmission is getting its popularity over an AC power
transmission system. Conventionally, HVDC transmission is done by the thyristor-
based converter placing at sending and receiving station. Recently, the trend is to
use PWM based voltage source converter as a substitution of the thyristor-based
converter due to its flexible control mechanism [11]. The voltage source converter
topology is made with the coupling transformer, power electronic switches, DC link
capacitor, and an AC filter. The coupling transformer is used to make a magnetic
coupling between AC and DC networks. The power semiconductor switches are nec-
essary to generate the pulse using the switching mechanism. The DC link capacitor
preserves DC voltage into it and takes part to minimize switching transients and
harmonics. Finally, AC filter is used to reduce harmonic’s that is produced at the
converter output to improve the power quality of converting power [12].
AC AC
Filter Filter
Inverter StationRectifier Station
Figure 2.4 Simplified diagram of a VSC based HVDC transmission
2.2.3 Microgrid
A group of electrically connected substance which makes a small electrical network is
called microgrid. Electrical substances, for example, distributed energy like renew-
able energy sources, storage devices, various types of load. A microgrid can operate
either as an islanded mode or in synchronism with the smart grid. In a microgrid,
distributed generators like solar, wind, battery storages, fuel cells are connected
through the grid-connected converter. The grid-connected converter does not only
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serve as an interface in microgrid it also utilizes its control facilities. According to
the control facilities, the grid-connected converter can be classified into grid-feeding,
grid-forming and grid-supporting grid-connected converter. Furthermore, depending
on the source used in the grid support converter it can be classified as grid-support
grid-feeding and grid-support grid-forming. Four types of the grid-connected con-
verter used in the microgrid are discussed subsequently.
1. Grid-forming grid-connected converter: If a grid-connected converter, is
acting as a voltage source to produce constant voltage and frequency at its out-
put then the term grid-forming is used to identify the type of the converter. It
is possible when there is only one source available and forming a grid with one
central inverter. Voltage control loop is used to regulate the voltage according
to the grid voltage [13].
Voltage 
Control
𝒁 
Microgrid connection 
point
𝒖∗ 
 
Figure 2.5 Grid-forming inverter
2. Grid-feeding grid-connected converter: The term grid-feeding is applied
when there are multiple sources are available in the grid and those sources are
acting as a current source and feeding power to the grid. This scenario exists
in a microgrid where there is many sources are connected to form a microgrid.
This microgrid is operated in grid-connected mode. The power control loop is
required to regulate active and reactive power to the grid [13].
3. Grid supporting grid-connected converter: The grid supporting con-
verter is used to control their output current or voltage to keep the energized
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Power 
Control
𝒊∗ 
 
 
𝒁 
Microgrid connection 
point
Figure 2.6 Grid-feeding inverter
grid at defined voltage and frequency. Thus, this grid support grid-connected
converter operated at either as a current source or a voltage source. Depending
on the used source type, to form grid support grid-connected converter can be
categorized as grid support grid feeding and grid support grid forming.
(a) Grid-support grid-forming: In this type of grid converter, power is
controlled according to the AC grid voltage expressing its characteristics
as an AC voltage source. It is connected to the grid through virtual or
physical link impedance. The grid support grid forming converter can
adjust grid voltage and frequency according to the power level of the
converter. Figure 2.7, represents the grid-support grid-forming converter
where power is transferred to the grid according to AC grid voltage [13].
Voltage 
Control
𝒁 
𝒖∗ 
 
Microgrid connection 
point
Droop 
Control
Figure 2.7 Grid-support grid-forming inverter
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(b) Grid-support grid-feeding: Power is delivered to the load forming
a grid-feeding converter. The grid-support is additionally done in grid-
support grid-feeding converter by contributing in preserving the defined
grid voltage and frequency. The main purpose of regulating grid fre-
quency and voltage is done by the power converter acting as a current
source. The power converter is connected to the grid with parallel high
impedance. Figure 2.8, shows the simplified diagram of a grid-support
grid-feeding [13].
Power 
Control
𝒊∗ 
 
 
𝒁 
Microgrid connection 
point
Droop 
Control
Figure 2.8 Grid-support grid-feeding inverter
2.3 Power control theory
Conventionally, the power system comprises three-phase voltages and currents in
sinusoidal form. The time-varying nature and their sinusoidal components make
the power calculation complex. To avoid this complexity, three-phase voltages and
currents can be first, transformed into 0 stationary reference frame, where three-
phase components are designated as ,  and zero components. If the power system
is balanced, the zero component can be neglected to make the calculation easy.
Nevertheless ,  and  components are still oscillating in nature, which makes
the designing of conventional PI controller in  frame is difficult. The accurate
design of a PI controller requires to have the controller input quantities in DC form.
according to this requirement, 0 stationary reference frame then transformed
into synchronously rotating reference frame. Transforming three-phase quantities
to 0 quantities is called Clarke’s transformation whereas transforming 0 to
dq0 is called Park’s transformation. The process considering amplitude invariant
transformation is described as follows.
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Figure 2.9 Stationary reference frame
2.3.1 Clarke’s transformation
The transformation is used to obtain ,, and 0 component from the three-phase
variable is called Clarke’s transformation. [14]. Transfromation and the reverse
transformations of three-phase voltages and currents are given in equation. It is
noted that if three-phase system is balanced then, zero components of 0 can be
neglected. 
u0

=

K0

uabc

(2.1)
iabc

=

K0
 1i0 (2.2)
Where,

K0

,

K0
 1 are the transformation and reverse transformation factor
respectively. Their values have been found in [14] and are given in below.

K0

=
2
3
2641  
1
2
 1
2
0
p
3
2
 
p
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
375 (2.3)

K0
 1
=
264 1 0 1 12 p32 1
 1
2
 
p
3
2
1
375 (2.4)
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Figure 2.10 Synchronous reference frame
2.3.2 Park’s transformation
A rotational frame which rotates with the synchronous speed with the system is
called the rotating reference frame. The transformation of the rotational refer-
ence frame from the stationary reference is obtained using a method called Park’s
transformation method. The transformed quantities in the rotational frame are des-
ignated as direct (d), quadrature (q) and zero components. Transformation into
rotating reference from 0 frame is given in equation (2.5).
udq0

=

Kdq0

u0

(2.5)
idq0

=

Kdq0

i0

(2.6)
Where,

Kdq0

is the transformation factor. Their values have been found in [14, 15]
and is given in below.

Kdq0

=
264 cos (wst) sin (wst) 0  sin (wst) cos (wst) 0
0 0 1
375 (2.7)
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2.3.3 Direct dq0 transformation from three-phase variables
Direct transformation into dq0 from three-phase variables is resulted by combining
Clarke’s and Park’s transformation together.
udq0

=

Kwst

uabc

(2.8)
The factor of transformation is formed by combinning

K0
 
Kdq0

and is given
below 
Kwst

=
2
3
264 cos (wst) cos (wst 
2
3
) cos (wst  43 )
  sin (wst)   sin (wst  23 )   sin (wst  43 )
1
2
1
2
1
2
375 (2.9)
2.3.4 Power equation of three-phase system in stationary frame
The representation of voltages and currents of three-phase system is the following
ua(t) =
p
2U cos(wst+ )
ub(t) =
p
2U cos(wst+    2
3
)
uc(t) =
p
2U cos(wst+  +
2
3
)
(2.10)
Current equations in three-phase system in instantaneous form is similar to the equa-
tion (2.10). ,, and 0 components are given below after transformation according
to the equation (2.1)
u =
p
2U cos(wst+ )
u =  
p
2U sin(wst+ )
u0 = 0
(2.11)
The current equation in stationary frame after transformation is similar to the equa-
tion (2.11). Current and voltage phasors can be written in the following form.
U =
u   jup
2
(2.12)
I =
u   jip
2
(2.13)
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three-phase power in  frame can be obtained from the following equation
S = P + jQ = 3UI

= 3(
u   jup
2
)(
i + jip
2
) (2.14)
active and reactive power can be expressed as follows
P =
3
2
(ui + ui) (2.15)
Q =
3
2
(ui   ui) (2.16)
2.3.5 Power equation of three-phase system in synchronous
reference frame
To get the constant values to form the sinusoidally oscillating variables, it can be
considered that the synchronous reference frame is rotating at ws angular frequency.
Equation (2.17) shows that conversion from stationary to the rotational synchronous
reference 
udq

=
"
cos (wst) sin (wst)
  sin (wst) cos (wst)
# 
u

(2.17)
Thus, representation of voltage and current phasors in dq domain can be witten
similary as  domain and given in equatiom (2.18) and (2.19)
Udq =
ud   juqp
2
(2.18)
Idq =
id   jiqp
2
(2.19)
three-phase power in dq frame can be obtained from the following equation
S = P + jQ = 3UdqIdq

= 3(
ud   juqp
2
)(
id + jiqp
2
) (2.20)
active and reactive power can be expressed as follows
P =
3
2
(udiq + udiq) (2.21)
Q =
3
2
(udiq   udiq) (2.22)
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2.3.6 Current reference generation
When the grid-connected converter is synchronized with the grid, generally the q
component of grid voltage and converter voltage is zero. The synchronization process
is described in the next chapter. Thus, the power equation can be re-write in the
following equations (2.23) and (2.24).
P =
3
2
(udid) (2.23)
Q =
3
2
( udiq) (2.24)
Controlling active and reactive power is possible if an accurate current reference is
generated according to power theory in dq frame [16], for the PI controller. The PI
controller is used to controlling the inner current in the converter by comparing the
real current flowing through the converter and the reference current. The change
of reference current means the converter is actively controlling its power according
to the requirement. Suppose, P  amount of active power control is desired and the
corresponding reference for d component current is given in equation (2.25).
id
 =
2
3
P 
ud
(2.25)
When Q amount of reactive power control is desired and corresponding reference
for q component current is given in equation (2.26).
iq
 =  2
3
Q
ud
(2.26)
The power controller (active and reactive) is required, in order to generate the
current reference. The control strategy used in power controller is described in
the following sections. The converter rating determines the boundary for reference
generation. Reactive power control affects supplying active power to the point of
common coupling and vice -versa.
2.4 Droop control strategy
The reactive power regulation in the grid-connected converter, with respect to the
voltage level at the point of interconnection, is the promising technique used in mini-
mizing power quality problems at the PCC. The power quality problems like voltage
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sags or swells can be minimized by supplying or absorbing the reactive power respec-
tively. The regulation of power (active and reactive) in the grid-connected converter
can be made as control strategies used to control frequency and excitation in the
synchronous generator[17, 18, 19, 20]. In a synchronous generator, droop control
mechanism is used. Advantages like independent power control, simple control al-
gorithm, and the significant level of power controlling accuracy made the droop
control famous for the power control in the grid-connected converter[21, 22]. In re-
active power control conventionally Q-V droop and active power control, P-f droop
is used. Active and reactive power transfer equation to the grid from a synchronous
generator is given below according to Figure 2.11 [23].
ACAC 𝑬𝒔∠𝚽 
 
𝑼𝒈∠0 
 
𝑿𝒍 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Single line diagram of synchronous generator connected to the grid
Ps =
EsUg
Xl
sin (2.27)
Qs =
EsUg cos  Ug2
Xl
=
Ug
Xl
(Es cos  Ug)
=
Ug
Xl
(Es   Ug) [When; cos = 1]
(2.28)
Where, Ps, Qs denoted as active and reactive power transfer respectively. Es and
Ug are the generated voltage at the synchronous generator and grid voltage respec-
tively. Xl is the coupling inductance. According to the equation (2.27), it is appar-
ent active power depends on the frequency of the generator and similarly equation
(2.28) represents reactive power depends on the amplitude of the voltage difference
concerning sending and receiving end voltage. Thus, active power-frequency and
reactive power-voltage amplitude curve can be drawn in the following Figure 2.12.
The characteristics curve represented in Figure 2.12 employs two linear equations
given in (2.29 - 2.30).
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Figure 2.12 P-f and Q-V droop characteristics
w = w  m(P   P ) (2.29)
E = E   n(Q Q) (2.30)
Where,
w = system angular frequency;
P =reference active power;
w= reference angular frequency;
P = active power;
E=reference voltage;
E= system Voltage;
Q=reference reactive power;
Q= reactive power;
m= droop coefficient for active power frequency droop;
n=droop coefficient for reactive power voltage droop.
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This droop characteristic can also be implemented in inverter reactive power control
by designing an outer control loop. This is illustrated in the Figure 2.13. The design
of droop control is described in chapter 4.
DC
PCC
Voltage Source Convereter
Modulator
Current Control
Droop Control
abc
dq
abc
dq
PLL
𝒖𝒅 
𝑬∗ 𝑸∗ 
𝒊𝒒
∗  
𝒊𝒅 
𝒊𝒒 
𝒖𝒒 
𝒖𝒅 
Figure 2.13 Reactive power droop control structure
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3. DESIGN PARAMETER SELECTION OF MW
LEVEL CONVERTER AND ITS DYNAMIC
MODELING
This chapter presents the design parameter selection of VSI based, two level, three-
phase grid-connected inverter. The summary of the designed inverter specification is
given in Table 3.1. The grid-connected inverter is equipped with a filtering technique
at its output, called LCL filtering. The selection procedure of filter parameters
is another scope of this chapter. Subsequently, the inverter dynamic modeling is
performed to derive the input-output transfer function of related inverter parameters
in order to control reactive power. It is noted here is that source and load effect
in the performed dynamic analysis is not presented. Such type of derived dynamic
model is known as unterminated model [24, 25]. In addition to that, the effect of
the control function is not discussed as well in this chapter.
To ensure high power quality from the inverter, a low pass filter is necessary to be
used between the inverter and coupling point of the grid. Different types of filtering
techniques are used to supply quality power to the grid. Among them, L, LC and
LCL filter is researched in numerous research articles. In this thesis, LCL filter is
used due to, reduced inductor size, higher power handling capacity and higher at-
tenuation capacity of switching harmonics [26, 27, 28, 29]. However, it is also found
in the literature that, introducing LCL filter has some worth noting drawbacks such
as additional resonance peaking, limiting the current control bandwidth and com-
plicated dynamic response [26, 27, 28, 29]. A damping method is used to overcome
the considerable problems associated with LCL filtering. Active or passive damping
is used in this regard. Damping is called passive when a resistor is connected with
the inductor or capacitor either in series or parallel whereas active damping includes
some extra control algorithms [29]. For the simplicity and to avoid the complexity of
adding a control mechanism, the passive method of damping is used in this research.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the grid-connected converter equipped with an LCL filter. The
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parasitic elements of inductors and capacitor are also included in this figure.
L1 L2
L1 L2
L1 L2
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AC
DC
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Figure 3.1 Grid-connected converter with LCL filter
Table 3.1 Inverter Specification
1 Sytem size 1001.25 KVA
2 Inverter architecture Two-level, three-phase
3 Inverter active power rating,Pn 1 MW
4 Line-line voltage, En 690 V
5 DC bus voltage, UDC 2500 V
7 Minimum reactive power capacity 50 KVAr
8 IGBT voltage rating 4.5 KV
9 Power factor 0:99 to 0:85
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3.1 Design of LCL filter
The filter parameter is selected based on some specifications of the grid-connected
converter such as converter power capacity, the frequency of the grid and switching
frequency of the converter aiming to lower harmonics at the converter output [30].
To choose proper filter parameters, many works of literature is studied. Based on
the references [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] the procedure of selecting inductor both for the
grid and converter side, capacitor and resistor which is used to damp the resonance
caused by LCL filter are discussed in the following sections, and calculated values
are presented in Table 3.2.
3.1.1 Inverter side inductance calculation
Inverter side inductor sizing depends on the permitted ripple current through the
inductor. The amount of ripple current also determines switching losses and con-
duction losses. If the ripple current is small, conduction and switching losses are
low. However, a low amount of ripple increases the size of the inductor and con-
sequently increases the core loss in the inductor. In this LCL filter design, allowed
ripple current through the inductor is 10% of the rated current. For the sizing of
the inverter side inductor, equation (3.1-3.3) found in [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] is used.
Imax =
Pn
p
2
3Uph
(3.1)
Ripple current through the inductor is given by
ILmax = 0:1Imax (3.2)
Inverter side inductor is given by
L1 =
VDC
6fswILmax
(3.3)
3.1.2 Filter capacitor design
Reactive power flowing through the capacitor is the main tradeoff in designing filter
capacitor. Higher capacitance draws a high amount of reactive power which then
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demands a high amount of current from the inverter side inductor. As a result,
the efficiency of the inverter is negatively affected. On the other hand, the capaci-
tance cannot be too small in order to meet the harmonic attenuation requirements.
Moreover, small capacitance results in larger inductance which is the cause of in-
creased voltage drops across the inductor. It is found in [32] that, usually reactive
power variation of 5% is taken into account in designing filter capacitance. The
following formulas are used to find the value of the capacitor in LCL filter design
[30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
The base value of the capacitor is defined by the equation
Cb =
1
wsZb
(3.4)
Where,
Zb =
E2n
Pn
(3.5)
Filter capacitance is given by
Cf = 0:05Cb (3.6)
3.1.3 Grid side inductor design
The injected harmonic current to the grid is the factor affecting the sizing of the
inductor connected to the grid, after the sizing of the inductor on the inverter side
and the filter capacitor. In this thesis 20% harmonics generated on the inverter side
is attenuated before injecting the current to the grid is taken. The formula found
in [32] is used to determine grid side inductance.
L2 =
q
1
K2a
+ 1
Cfw2sw
(3.7)
3.1.4 Resonant frequency and passive damping
To avoid resonance in the resonance frequency band following condition (3.9) should
be satisfied. Passive damping is used to avoid resonance caused by LCL filter as
well. The resonance frequency of the LCL filter is given by the equation (3.8).
wres =
s
L1 + L2
L1L2Cf
(3.8)
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Table 3.2 LCL filter parameters
fs Grid frequency 50 Hz
fsw Switching frequency 5 KHz
Pt Rated active power 1 MW
Vph Phase grid voltage 398.37 V
L1 Inductor, Inverter-side 704 H
L2 Inductor, Grid-side 20 H
Cf Filter capacitor 300 F
Rd Damping resistor 0.015 

10fs < fres < 0:5fsw (3.9)
Value of the passive resistor in order to damp the resonance is given by the equation
(3.10)
Rd =
1
3wresCf
(3.10)
3.2 Average modeling
The synchronous reference frame is used to model the three-phase two-level inverter
for small signal analysis. The reference frame is assumed to rotate at grid angular
frequency and transforms three-phase phase variable in ordinary reference frames
to the synchronous reference frame. As a result, three-phase sinusoidal voltage and
currents are converted to dc valued signal. It is convenient to solve the steady-
state operating points and linearize the average model in the synchronous reference
frame, and its associated converted dc valued components. Three components of
rotating space vector named as alpha, beta and zero are used to represent the
three-phase system. Equation (3.11) and (3.12) depicts the complex and real-valued
representation of the space vector of a three-phase system. Scaling factor K depends
on the type of transformation. When the transformation is amplitude invariant,
the scaling factor is 3
2
, and scaling factor
q
3
2
is used during the power invariant
transformation. In this thesis, amplitude invariant transformation is used.
x = x + jx = K (xa + xbe
j2
3 + xce
j4
3 ) (3.11)
x0 =
xa + xb + xc
3
(3.12)
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The average voltage across the inductor and currents through the capacitor is derived
using Kirchhoff’s voltage and current law for small signal modeling. The averaging
is done in one complete switching cycle based on Figure 3.1. The resistance req, is
used to represent on-time switching resistance and parasitic resistance of the inverter
side inductance in each phase.
huL1ai = dAhuini   (req + Rd)hil1ai   huCfai+ Rdhil2ai   huSNi (3.13)
huL2ai =  (rl2a + Rd)hil2ai+ Rdhil1ai   huani+ huSni+ huCfai (3.14)
huL1bi = dBhuini   (req + Rd)hil1bi   huCf bi+ Rdhil2bi   huSNi (3.15)
huL2bi =  (rl2b + Rd)hil2bi+ Rdhil1bi   hubni+ huSni+ huCf bi (3.16)
huL1ci = dChuini   (req + Rd)hil1ci   huCf ci+ Rdhil2ci   huSNi (3.17)
huL2ci =  (rl2c + Rd)hil2ci+ Rdhil1ci   hucni+ huSni+ huCf ci (3.18)
hiCai = hil1ai   hil2ai (3.19)
hiCbi = hil1bi   hil2bi (3.20)
hiCci = hil1ci   hil2ci (3.21)
hioai = hil2ai (3.22)
hiobi = hil2bi (3.23)
hioci = hil2ci (3.24)
hiini = dAhil1ai+ dBhil1bi+ dchil1ci (3.25)
The average inductor voltage and currents equation can be represented in space
vectors given in
huL1i = dhuini   (req +Rd)hi l1i   huCf i+Rdhi l2i (3.26)
huL2 i =  (rl2 + Rd)hi l2 i+ Rdhi l1 i+ huCfi   hu0 i (3.27)
hiC i = hi l1 i   hi l2 i (3.28)
hi oi = hi l2 i (3.29)
Where,
huL1 i=23(huL1aiej0 + huL1bie
j2
3 + huL1cie j43 )
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hdi=2
3
 hdAiej0 + hdBie j23 + hdCie j43 
huL2 i=23(huL2aiej0 + huL2bie
j2
3 + huL2cie j43 )
hi l1 i=23(hil1aiej0 + hil1bie
j2
3 + hil1cie j43 )
hi l2 i=23(hil2aiej0 + hil2bie
j2
3 + hil2cie j43 )
hi 0 i=23(hioaiej0 + hiobie
j2
3 + hiocie j43 )
hucfi=23(huCf aiej0 + huCf bie
j2
3 + huCf cie
j4
3 )
huoi=23(huaniej0 + hubnie
j2
3 + hucnie j43 )
huL1 i,hi l1 i,huL2 i,hi l2 i, hi 0 i, hdi,huCfi,huoi represents the rotating space vectors of
inductor voltage and currents with respect to inverter side, inductor voltage and
currents for grid side, converter output current, duty ratio, filter capacitor voltage
and output voltage.hiC i is the grid capacitor current.
Using the synchronous reference frame instead of the stationary reference frame
is convenient and easy in regard to solving operating points in the steady-state
and linearization of the converter at the solved operating points. Moreover, in a
synchronous reference frame, AC quantities converted to DC values which makes
the possibility of using the conventional PI controller [35, 36, 37]. However, the
cross-coupling effect introduced in the synchronous reference frame which is then
eliminated by using decoupling gains. In this thesis, the synchronous reference
frame is used to analyze the dynamics of the inverter. The Park’s transformation is
used during the process of stationary to synchronous conversion. The space vectors
in a synchronous frame are symbolized as direct (d), quadrature (q) and zero (o).
Park’s transformation is given in equation (3.30).
xs = xe jwst = xd + jxq (3.30)
Following equations are obtained by converting equations (3.26)-(3.29) into syn-
chronous reference frame by using (3.30)
dhi sl1i
dt
=
1
L1

d shuini   (req +Rd + jwsLl)hi sl1i+Rdhi sl2i   husCf i

(3.31)
dhi sl2i
dt
=
1
L2
  (rl2 +Rd + jwsL2)hi sl2i+Rdhi sl1i+ husCf i   husoi (3.32)
Output capacitor current can be expressed as the time derivative of the capacitor
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voltage and converting it to synchronous reference frame as given in equation (3.33)
dhusCf i
dt
=
1
Cf
hi sl1i   hi sl2i   jwsCfhusCf i (3.33)
hi soi = hi sl2i (3.34)
input current of equation (3.25) can be transformed in dq domain by using inverse
Park’s transformation and given in equation (3.35)
hiini = 3
2

ddhil1di+ dqhil1qi

(3.35)
Equations (3.31)-(3.34) is divided into direct and quadrature component according
to the equation (3.30)
dhil1di
dt
=
1
L1

ddhuini   (req + Rd)hil1di+ Rdhil2di+ wsL1hil1qi   huCfdi

(3.36)
dhil1qi
dt
=
1
L1

dqhuini   (req + Rd)hil1qi+ Rdhil2qi   wsL1hil1di   huCf qi

(3.37)
dhil2di
dt
=
1
L2
  (rl2 + Rd)hil2di+ Rdhil1di+ wsL2hil2qi+ huCfdi   huodi (3.38)
dhil2qi
dt
=
1
L2
  (rl2 + Rd)hil2qi+ Rdhil1qi   wsL2hil2di+ huCf qi   huoqi (3.39)
dhuCfdi
dt
=
1
Cf
hil1di   hil2di+ wsCfhuCf qi (3.40)
dhuCf qi
dt
=
1
Cf
hil1qi   hil2qi   wsCfhuCfdi (3.41)
hiodi = hil2di (3.42)
hioqi = hil2qi (3.43)
3.3 Steady-state operating point
The derived average model equations are used to solve the steady-state operating
point. In order to solve operating points, the derivatives of the averaged valued
model are set to zero and replaced their corresponding terms by upper case symbols.
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Subsequent equations are represented in (3.44)-(3.53).
0 = DdUin   (req +Rd)Il1d +RdIl2d + wsL1Il1q   UCfd (3.44)
0 = DqUin   (req +Rd)Il1q +RdIl2q   wsL1Il1d   UCf q (3.45)
0 =  (rl2 +Rd)Il2d +RdIl1d + wsL2Il2q + UCfd   Uod (3.46)
0 =  (rl2 +Rd)Il2q +RdIl1q   wsL2Il2d + UCf q   Uoq (3.47)
0 = Il1d   Il2d + wsCfUCf q (3.48)
0 = Il1q   Il2q   wsCfUCfd (3.49)
Iin =
3
2
h
DdIl1d +DqIl1q
i
(3.50)
Iod = Il2d (3.51)
Ioq = Il2q (3.52)
In addition, a possible assumption is made for making the calculation simple. Cur-
rent feedback is taken from the inverter side inductor to avoid complexities of using
grid side inductor current as the resonance phenomena of LCL filter degrades the
dynamics. It is better to take feedback current before filtering to get faster dynam-
ics as well [38, 39]. Inverter safety is also ensured by this feedback arrangement.
The aim of this thesis is to control reactive power at the point of common coupling.
Thus, the inverter is not operated at the unity power factor. If the inverter is op-
erated at the different power factor other than unity, then the assumption taken
in [40] is invalid and the q component of inverter side inductor current cannot be
neglected. It is assumed that Uoq=0 as the inductor currents are synchronized to the
grid voltage. Furthermore, UCfd=Uod and UCf q=Uoq assumed and all resistive losses
are neglected to solve the steady-state operating point easily. The operating points
found in this procedure are almost close to the actual operating points. Equations
(3.54)-(3.59) provide steady-state operating points symbolically. Numerical values
of the steady-state operating point are listed in Table 3.3.
Il1d = Il2d (3.53)
Il1q =
 DdUin + Uod
wsL1
(3.54)
Il1d =
2
3
Iin
Dd
  Dq
Dd
Il1q (3.55)
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Table 3.3 Steady-state operating points
Il1d Inductor current,d-component (Inverter-side) 1:18 103A
Il1q Inductor current,q-component (Inverter-side) 59A
Il2d Inductor current,d-component (Grid-side) 1:18 103A
Il2q Inductor current,q-component (Grid-side) 6:18A
Dd Duty ratio,d-component 0:22
Dq Duty ratio,q-component 0:104
Uin Input voltage 2500V
Uod Output voltage d-component 563:38V
Il2q = Il1q   wsCfUod (3.56)
Dd =
Uod   wsL1Il1q
Uin
(3.57)
Dq =
wsL1Il1d
Uin
(3.58)
Since the inverter is assumed to be operated at 1MW active and 50KVAr reactive
power, Il1d and Il1q can be calculated from the power equation in the synchronous
reference frame. active and reactive power in the synchronous reference frame.
P =
3
2
UodIl1d = 10
6W
Il1d =
2
3Uod
 106
= 1:18 103A
(3.59)
Q =
3
2
UodIl1q = 50 103V Ar
Il1q =
2
3Uod
 50 103
= 59A
(3.60)
3.4 Linearized model
The non-linear averaged model found in the previous section. To obtain the state
space representation of the non-linear average model, it is necessary to develop the
linear model at the given operating points. The partial derivatives of all state, input
and output variables are used to perform the linearization process. The derived
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linear equations are given by
dbil1d
dt
= Dd
buin
L1
  req +Rd
L1
bil1d   1
L1
buCfd + RdL1bil2d + wsbil1q + UinL1 bdd (3.61)
dbil1q
dt
= Dq
buin
L1
  req +Rd
L1
bil1q   1
L1
buCf q + RdL1bil2q   wsbil1d + UinL1 bdq (3.62)
dbil2d
dt
=  rL2 +Rd
L2
bil2d + 1
L2
buCfd + RdL2bil1d + wsbil2q   1L2 buod (3.63)
dbil2q
dt
=  rL2 +Rd
L2
bil2q + 1
L2
buCf q + RdL2bil1q   wsbil2d   1L2 buoq (3.64)
dbuCfd
dt
=
1
Cf
bil1d   1
Cf
bil2d + wsbuCf q (3.65)
dbuCf q
dt
=
1
Cf
bil1q   1
Cf
bil2q   wsbuCfd (3.66)
biin = 3
2
Ddbil1d + 3
2
Dqbil1q + 3
2
Il1d bdd + 3
2
Il1q bdq (3.67)
biod = bil2d (3.68)bioq = bil2q (3.69)
State space representation of linear equation (3.62)-(3.70) can be given in following
from
dbx(t)
dt
= Abx(t) +Bbu(t)
by(t) = Cbx(t) +Dbu(t) (3.70)
Where,bx(t)=State variables=bil1d;bil1q;bil2d;bil2q; buCfd; buCf qbu(t)=Input variables =buin; buod; buoq; bdd; bdqby(t)=Output variables =bil1d;bil1q;biin;biod;bioq
A, B, C and D are the state matrices. The equations (3.62) -(3.70) are used to
obtain the elements of state matrices. A, B, C and D matrices with their associated
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elements are given in equation (3.72) -(3.75)
A =
26666666664
  (req+Rd)
L1
ws
Rd
L1
0   1
L1
0
 ws   (req+Rd)L1 0 RdL1 0   1L1
Rd
L2
0   (req+Rd)
L2
ws   1L1 0
0 Rd
L2
 ws   (req+Rd)L2 0   1L1
1
Cf
0   1
Cf
0 0 ws
0 1
Cf
0   1
Cf
 ws 0
37777777775
(3.71)
B =
2666666664
Dd
L1
0 0 Uin
L1
0
Dq
L1
0 0 0 Uin
L1
0   1
L2
0 0 0
0 0   1
L2
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
3777777775
(3.72)
C =
26666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3
2
Dd
3
2
Dq 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
37777775 (3.73)
D =
26666664
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3
2
Il1d
3
2
Il1q
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
37777775 (3.74)
Transfer function of input and output variables can be found by taking laplace
transform of equation (3.71) and converted to the equation represented in equation
(3.77)
sX(s) = AX(s) +BU(s)
Y(s) = CX(s) +DU(s)
(3.75)
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Y(s) =

C
 
(s)I A) 1B+DU(s)
= GU(s)
(3.76)
Where, G is the transfer function matrix and its associated matrix elements are
given in equation (3.78).26666664
bil1dbil1qbiinbiodbioq
37777775 =
26666664
Gild o Told o Tolqd o Gcld o Gclqd o
Gilq o Toldq o Tolq o Gcldq o Gclq o
Yin Toid o Toiq o Gcid o Gciq o
Giod o  Yod o  Yoqd o Gcod o Gcoqd o
Gioq o  Yodq o  Yoq o Gcodq o Gcoq o
37777775
26666664
buinbuodbuoqbddbdq
37777775 (3.77)
According to previous study active and reactive power control is done by controllingbil1d and bil1q respectively. To establish stable control in bil1d and in bil1q, frequency
response of Gcld o and Gclq o is analyzed in the subsequent chapter.
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4. CONTROL TECHNIQUES USED FOR
CONTROLLING REACTIVE POWER
This chapter presents step by step followed control techniques to control reactive
power. In inner current control, the PI controller is used to control the output
converter current. Besides, an outer controller is designed to generate the current
reference for the previously designed PI controller. As a result, control of active and
reactive power is possible. The detailed process of active power control is not shown
here. It is beyond the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, the grid synchronization
process is involved from the beginning of the GCC model design for making sure
that converter is properly connected with the grid.
4.1 Control block diagram implementation
To keep grid voltage and frequency in an acceptable limit, the grid supporting power
converter regulates its active and reactive power accordingly [13]. Different control
strategies have been proposed as described in the earlier chapter. Droop control is an
attractive solution for its simplicity, low cost, and easy implementation [22]. In this
thesis, droop control mechanism is applied to regulate active and reactive power
in order to support the grid. The current references of inner current controllers
are generated from the droop mechanism. Q-V droop is used generate a current
reference for reactive power control whereas P-f droop is used to generate a current
reference for real power control. The block diagram which is used to regulate active
and reactive power is given in Figure 4.1 [13]. In this figure, the PI controller is used
to control the d and q component of converter output current, those are generated
from Clarke’s transformation based on the synchronous reference frame. Grid angle
 is estimated using SRF-PLL.
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of power control in GCC
4.2 Grid synchronization
When the converter is connected to the grid, it is required to determine grid fre-
quency and angle to synchronize its AC side currents with grid voltage. This infor-
mation is also needed for the operation of its control loop. Various synchronization
techniques are used to perform grid synchronization in the grid-connected converter.
Among them, SRF-PLL is simple and its implementation is easy. In this thesis, SRF-
PLL is chosen to synchronize GCC to the grid. However, SRF-PLL does not possess
satisfactory performance during the unbalanced grid condition [41]. Considering this
matter, the balanced grid condition is assumed.
4.2.1 Control design of SRF-PLL
The SRF-PLL control block is formed with a transformation block, the PI controller
and an integrator. The transformation block is used to convert sensed three-phase
sinusoidal signals of the grid into two dc valued signal Uq and Ud. One of the two
DC valued signals is taken to compare with the reference value. In this design, Uq
is used to compare with the reference q component voltage. Conventionally, the
reference of the q component voltage is zero. An error value is produced from that
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comparison which is then sent to the PI controller. Elimination of steady-state
error value is done by the PI controller. The controller output is added to the grid
nominal frequency. Later, the added frequency is converted to a phase angle by an
integrator, and it is then feedback to the transformation block resulting in a closed
loop control.
ABC 
dq 
𝜽  𝒘.𝒅𝒕 𝒘
′  PI
𝒘𝒇𝒇 𝒖𝒒
∗  
+ 
− 
+ 
+ 
𝒖𝒅 
𝒖𝒒 
𝒖𝒂 
𝒖𝒃 
𝒖𝒄 
𝜽 
Figure 4.2 Control block diagram of SRF-PLL
To establish a stable and efficient control, it is needed to analyze the small signal
model of SRF-PLL. Small signal modeling is presented in [24, 42]. Linearized control
block diagram resulting from small signal modeling is given in Figure 4.2. It is not
discussed further in this thesis. Taking the plant transfer function Gp from [24, 42]
and closed loop gain with the controller is calculated in equation (4.2), where Gc is
the controller transfer function.
Gp =
Uod
s
(4.1)
Lpll = GpGc (4.2)
PI controller transfer function is organized in the following equation
Gc =
 1Kk( swz + 1)
s
(4.3)
In order to reach steady-state condition quickly, fast control dynamics is needed.
Thus, high control bandwidth is required. However, the negative resistor like the
behavior of the impedance, causing instability at lower frequency makes the use of
control bandwidth limited. Generally, the low crossover frequency is used in SRF-
PLL to avoid instability due to impedance based interaction in the grid-connected
converter [43].
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Figure 4.3 SRF-PLL loop gain frequency response
Controller tuning is done by using the loop shaping technique. According to loop
shaping technique, a zero is placed at ten hertz to boost phase and gain Kk is
selected to get 10 Hz crossover frequency and the phase margin of 45. Plant loop
gain and closed loop gain with the controller is demonstrated in Figure 4.3.
4.3 Inner current control
Figure 4.4, illustrates a generalized block diagram of output current control of an
inverter where the output current is taken from the grid side inductor and converted
to dq domain. The transformed d and q component of inverter output current are
then controlled using negative feedback and PI controllers. The outputs of the PI
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Figure 4.4 Output current control in dq domain
controllers are duty cycles in dq domain. The duty cycles are generated from the
controllers according to the following simple control equation.
dd = GPI(i

l1d   il1d) (4.4)
dq = GPI(i

l1q   il1q) (4.5)
The transfer functions found in Chapter 3, allows representing input-output dy-
namics in the equation given in (4.6)-(4.8). The output current is taken from the
converter side inductor of the LCL filter connected in between grid and the converter.
For the simplicity, cross-coupling terms are neglected in input-output dynamics.
bil1d = Gild obuin + Told obuod + Tolqd obuoq +Gcld o bdd +Gclqd o bdq (4.6)
bil1q = Gilq obuin + Toldq obuod + Tolq obuoq +Gcldq o bdd +Gclq o bdq (4.7)biin = Yinbuin + Toid obuod + Toiq obuoq +Gcid o bdd +Gciq o bdq (4.8)
Figure 4.5 and 4.6 are the reduced order output dynamics neglecting cross-coupling
terms. Where GPI and H are the controller transfer function and sensing gain
respectively. GSPWM is the modulator gain. Moreover, those figures illustrate the
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current control loop gain in d and q channel, given in (4.9)-(4.10).
Loutd = Gcld oGSPWMGPI dHd (4.9)
Loutq = Gclq oGSPWMGPI qHq (4.10)
According to (4.8), control engineering block diagram of input dynamics is rep-
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Figure 4.5 Reduced order output dynamics of d-channel
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Figure 4.6 Reduced order output dynamics of q-channel
resented in Figure 4.7 and 4.8. Since, the aim of this thesis is not operate the
converter in the unity power factor for sharing reactive power to the grid, input
dynamics depends on both d and q component.
The controller parameters are selected in such a way that control dynamics Gcld o
and Gclq o in open loop shows stable characteristics at the closed loop. Therefore,
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Figure 4.7 Reduced order input dynamics of d-channel
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Figure 4.8 Reduced order input dynamics of q-channel
Gcld o at the open loop is plotted in the figure. Since, d and q channel output
dynamics are the same only d channel frequency response is plotted in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9, depicts that, the phase of the open loop output dynamics starts from the
zero degrees. It indicates that a negative feedback controller is needed to stabilize
converter output. Moreover, the resonance appears in the frequency response due
to the deployment of the LCL filter. Keeping this in mind, it is hard to implement
the faster controller. In such a case, the crossover frequency below the maximum
possible crossover frequency is chosen. It is mentioned in [44] that, maximum loop
crossover frequency is fsw
5
. A simple PI controller with the crossover frequency of
300Hz is used. Later, proper poles and zeroes are placed according to controller
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Figure 4.9 Open loop d-channel frequency response
transfer function given in (4.11) for stable control operation.
GPI d = GPI q =
Kc(
s
wz
+ 1)
s
(4.11)
In the controller transfer function, an LHP zero at the 215Hz frequency is selected
to boost the phase around the crossover frequency. It gives the phase margin of
around 55. Controller gain is selected, so that crossover frequency is precisely 300Hz.
Controller transfer functions with its associated parameters are given in (4.12).
GPI d = GPI q =
10 4:66=20( s
2pi215 + 1)
s
(4.12)
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Figure 4.10 Closed loop d-channel frequency response
Figure 4.10, illustrates the closed loop frequency response after controller implemen-
tation. This figure shows that a closed loop is stable with a phase margin of 55 and
a crossover frequency of 300Hz. As, d and q channel transfer function is identically
the same, both of the channel exhibit the same frequency response. Thus control
parameters setting is precisely the same in each case. Only, the d channel frequency
response is documented.
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4.3.1 Decoupling gains
The cross-coupling terms which were neglected in the previous analysis for inner
current control now have to be taken in to account. It is needed in order to nullify the
coupling effect in the dynamics of d and q components in current control. Coupling
effect may degrade the control performance in the transient period [24]. Decoupling
gains can be calculated from the linearized output dynamics of d and q component
discussed in the previous chapter.
dbil1d
dt
=
1
L1
( reqbil1d + wsL1bil1d +Ddbuin   buod + Uin bdd) (4.13)
Adding a new value with the bdd which provides the above equation without the
coupling terms and the equating would be the solution of getting decoupling gain.
1
L1
( reqbil1d+Ddbuin buod+Uin bdd) = 1
L1
( reqbil1d+wsL1bil1q+Ddbuin buod+Uin(bdd+bddx)
(4.14)bddx =  wsL1
Uin
bil1q (4.15)
Similarly for the q channel, decoupling gain is,
bdqx = wsL1
Uin
bil1d (4.16)
The current control block diagram generated after applying decoupling gain is given
in Figure 4.11. After the process of current control and applied decoupling gains to
reduce the cross-coupling effect, Figure 4.12, shows that d and q component current
is stable in the steady-state. In addition to that, it is observed that there is no
cross-coupling effect present in the step response of the q component current.
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Figure 4.11 Current control when decoupling gain is applied
Figure 4.12 Step response of current when decoupling gain is applied
4.4 Reactive power control
Active and reactive power control depends on the generation of current reference
according to the control requirement. Conventionally, reactive power is controlled
by changing the reference of q component current whereas active power is controlled
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by changing the reference of the d component. To control reactive power, q com-
ponent current reference is changed according to the Q-V droop equation (2.30).
However droop equation is modified to obtain droop controller gain according to
the block diagram presented in Figure 4.1 from Chapter 4. Similarly, active power
is controlled by changing d component current reference according to droop method.
However, variation is observed with different line impedances connected to the con-
verter. Reference current calculation and droop equation is given below for easy
understanding.
il1q =
2
3
Q
ud
(4.17)
E   E = n(Q  Q) (4.18)
According to the block diagram presented in Figure 4.1 in Section 4.1, droop equa-
tion is rearranged in (4.19)-(4.22). Figure 4.13 has been drawn according to (4.22).
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Figure 4.13 Reference generation for reactive power control
(E   ud)
n
= Q  Q (4.19)
(E   ud)kq = Q  Q where; kq = 1
n
(4.20)
Q = Q   (E   ud)kq (4.21)
Where,
ud= Grid voltage d-component
kq=Droop controller gain
Q=Reference reactive power
Q= Calculated reactive power to generate reactive current reference
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Droop co-efficient selection: Q-V droop coefficient is calculated according to [45, 46,
21] . It is given in the equation
n =
Unormal
Qmax
(4.22)
Unormal= is the maximum acceptable voltage deviation at the PCC according to
IEEE standard.
Qmax depends on the operating power factor of the converter. Droop co-efficient
is decreased when reactive power capacity of the converter increased.
In this thesis, the converter is assumed to operate at 0.99 power factor initially. It
is calculated that, at 0.99 power factor, the designed converter can supply or absorb
50KVAr reactive power. Therefore, the maximum reactive power deviation capacity
of the converter is 100KVAr.
n =
Unormal
Qmax
=
(563 1:05)  (563 0:95)
100 103 = 0:000563 (4.23)
Controller gain is calculated in the following.
kq =
1
n
=
1
0:000563
= 1776 (4.24)
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5. DESIGN VERIFICATION AND DISCUSSION
The chapter presents the performance of the designed converter model. Performance
is investigated by connecting the developed model to the high voltage, medium volt-
age, and low voltage transmission line. Test results while connecting to the trans-
mission line of different voltage levels are presented and analyzed in this chapter.
The model used to evaluate the performance of a droop controlled grid-connected
converter is given in Figure 5.1. In this simulation model coupling transformer is
used to connect converter with the high and medium voltage transmission line. The
converter is connected directly to the low voltage transmission line as the voltage
levels are the same in both converter and low voltage transmission line. Step chang-
ing mechanism is used to observe the performance of reactive power control (droop
control) during the change of grid voltages.
Figure 5.1 Simulation model to evaluate performance of droop controlled converter
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5.1 Test case 1: Droop control verification in high voltage
line.
Droop performance is analyzed in the high voltage grid. The converter model is
connected to the high voltage ac source through a step up coupling transformer and
a 200 km high voltage transmission line. High voltage transmission line is composed
of proper resistive and inductive parameters. In this case, resistance of 0.06 ohm/km
and reactance of 0.191 ohm/km is used to design 200 km transmission line
5.1.1 Case A: Increased grid voltage
The step change of 5% increased grid voltage is applied to observe the reactive power
condition and its associated q component of current. The step change is applied at
the 0.3 s of simulation time.
Figure 5.2 Current condition when step change of increased grid voltage applied.
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Figure 5.2, below is a simulation time Vs dq component of current curve. Current
component, d is taken from the input of an inner current controller whereas q com-
ponent is taken from q component of inner current controller. Since, reference of d
component of current controller is unchanged during the simulation time, d compo-
nent of current remains same after the step change in grid voltage.From the graph
it is clear that q component current is significantly increased after the step change
is applied. according to the power theory in synchronous reference frame, the in-
creased reactive component of current allows the converter model to absorb reactive
power from the grid. The power curve from Figure 5.3, also indicates that reactive
power is negative after the step change in grid voltage, which basically means the
converter is absorbing reactive power from the grid. Moreover, the power curve
indicates that active power is also increased from the rated value at the point of
step change because active power control is not implemented here. On the other
hand, the current component of active power is controlled. Active power could be
controlled by using P-f droop implementation to change the reference value of d
component current in inner current control.
Figure 5.3 Power condition when step change of increased grid voltage applied
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5.1.2 Case B: Decreased grid voltage
Reactive power control is verified by bidirectional control performance. In this case,
it is demonstrated, control is working when the voltage at the point of common
coupling is decreased from the nominal value. The reduced voltage at the PCC al-
lows the converter to activate its control. Reactive power supply from the converter
control is expected to raise the voltage label at the PCC. A simple model like Figure
1 is used to verify this operation. The step change of 95% from the nominal grid
value is applied at the 0.3 s of simulation time. Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding
simulation result From the figure, it is observed that at 0.3sec of simulation time,
Figure 5.4 Current condition when step change of decreased grid voltage applied.
the coupling point voltage is reduced to 95% of nominal value. It happens in the
grid when reactive power demand is higher than the production due to the immedi-
ate connections of an inductive load in the network or the network fault. Providing
reactive power to the point of interconnection is the possible way of reducing the
effect of reactive power imbalance. From Figure 5.4, it is clear that 0.3 sec of sim-
ulation time and after that q component current is negative. The negative amount
of current which indicates that a certain amount of reactive power is supplying to
the point of common coupling. Supplied reactive power is realized from Figure 5.5,
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at 0.3 s of simulation time where the step change is applied. Reduced amount of
active power is also appeared in the graph due to the effect of the decreased value
of d component grid voltage.
Figure 5.5 Power condition when step change of decreased grid voltage applied.
5.2 Test case 2: Droop control verification in medium voltage
line.
The model is tested in 20 KV medium voltage transmission line. The transmission
line is 150 km long. Transmission line parameters are 0.161 ohm/km, 0.191 resistance
and inductance are used respectively. Observation of droop performance is then done
by connecting the designed converter model to the grid, through a 690/20 KV step-
up transformer. The process of applying step change in grid voltage is followed.
Later, the simulation result is analyzed to verify droop performance in the Medium
voltage transmission line. Furthermore, droop control stability is observed while
changing the line resistance, corresponding R
X
ratio is listed in table 5.1 as well.
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5.2.1 Case A: Increased grid voltage
Reactive power condition and its corresponding controlling component are observed
here with the step change of 5% increased grid voltage from the nominal value. Grid
voltage is increased due to the excessive amount of reactive power available in the
network. To balance the amount of reactive power it needs to extract reactive power
from the grid. Thus, this case reactive power is absorbed by the converter with the
help of the q component current controller. Figure 5.6, shows the dq component of
current at the duration of step change applied and before it is applied. It is observed
that q component of current is likely to the high voltage test case. From Figure 5.7,
Figure 5.6 Current condition when step change of increased grid voltage applied.
it is clear that the power curve is similar to the case of the high voltage transmission
line. In this case, a certain amount of reactive power is absorbing from the grid.
Thus, it is concluded that droop control in the medium voltage transmission line is
stable. However, it attains the unstable state when the line resistance is increased
to a great amount. Great amount of resistance indicates also much high R
X
. Figure
5.8, shows a comparison of stable and unstable condition of currents in a situation
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Figure 5.7 Power condition when step change of increased grid voltage applied.
Figure 5.8 Current condition at different RX when step change in grid voltage applied.
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of decreased grid voltage. In addition, Table 5.1, also illustrates the state of droop
control for several R
X
ratio’s.
Table 5.1 Control state at different line resistances in medium voltage
Resistance (R) Reactance (X) RX State
0:161
 0:191
 0:84 Stable
2
 0:191
 10:47 Stable
4
 0:191
 20:94 Stable
6
 0:191
 31:41 Unstable
5.2.2 Case B: Decreased grid voltage
In this case medium voltage grid is subjected to a step change of 5% below from the
nominal value and the condition of q component current and corresponding reactive
power is observed. Step change is applied at 0.3s of simulation time. The amount
Figure 5.9 Current condition when step change of decreased grid voltage applied.
of q component current is negative after applying step change and it allows the
converter to supply reactive power to the point of interconnection. This incident is
observed from the Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Power condition when step change of decreased grid voltage applied
5.3 Test case 3: Droop control verification in low voltage
line.
To verify droop control in the low voltage transmission line, the converter model is
connected to the 690 V AC grid through equivalent transmission line impedance.
The transmission line has composed a resistance of 0.642 ohm/km and a reactance
of 0.083 ohm/km and assuming that transmission line is 20 km long. Typically,
short transmission line operated at the low voltage level. Observation of control
performance is done by applying step change of 5% increased voltage in the grid.
From Figure 5.11, it is noticed that d and q component of the converter current is
oscillating. Converter d-component current is unable to keep track with its reference
in the steady-state while q-component finds its reference generated from the droop
controller with slight oscillation after 0.15 s of simulation time. Active and reactive
power is coupled given in Figure 5.12, which indicates that droop is not working in
this situation due to the high R/X ratio in the low voltage transmission line.
In this case, different line resistance and reactance are used later to find out the
point where droop is stable in the low voltage transmission line. It is observed
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Figure 5.11 Current condition when step change of increased grid voltage applied.
that the converter is unstable with ideal line reactance which is used in low voltage
transmission line even if without line resistance. In addition to that, the distance
of the transmission line also effects on resistance and reactance appeared across the
converter. Thus, stable operation of the converter at a specific R/X ratio does not
mean that it would be stable at the same R/X ratio when transmission line distance
increases or decreases. Table 5.2 and 5.3 given below, shows the control performance
of the droop method while changing line impedance and distance.
Table 5.2 Control state in low voltage at different RX in 20 km transmission line
Resistance (R) Reactance (X) RX Distance State
0:1
 0:0083
 12:04 20 km Unstable
0:01
 0:0083
 1:2 20 km Stable
0:641
 0:083
 7:7 20 km Unstable
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Figure 5.12 Power condition when step change in grid voltage applied
Table 5.3 Control state in low voltage at different RX in 10 km transmission line
Resistance (R) Reactance (X) RX Distance State
0:1
 0:0083
 12:04 10 km Stable
0:01
 0:0083
 1:2 10 km Stable
0:641
 0:083
 7:7 10 km Unstable
Power sharing condition is varied with the grid impedance. Active and reactive
power sharing is not done by the contribution of fundamental voltage and current
alone when grid impedance is resistive. Resistive gird impedance is summed up
with the impedance of the LCL filter of the converter itself. This total impedance
introduces harmonic resonance phenomena. Among the different order of harmonics,
fourth order inter harmonic has a higher influence in converter output voltages
and currents. Total harmonics distortion due to the harmonics presents in the
converter output voltage and currents is exceeded IEEE standard. FFT analysis
of the converter output voltages and currents are given in Figure 5.13 and 5.14
respectively.
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Figure 5.13 Order of harmonics present in converter voltages
Figure 5.14 Order of harmonics present in converter voltages
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5.4 Test case 4: Droop control verification in the IEEE-9 bus
system.
The final test is done in an IEEE-9 bus topology. IEEE standard bus topology is
used to test ideas and concepts by researchers. It is the high voltage network which
is composed of 6, 230 KV high voltage bus and 3- generator bus. The necessary
specification of the IEEE-9 bus system is given in the appendix. Additionally, a
variable load of 10 MW active and 30 MVAr (inductive) load is connected to the
bus-46. A switching mechanism is applied to connect the inductive load to observe
the consequence of connecting the load at one of the high voltage buses. Bus number
4 is used in this regard. Later, another switching mechanism applied to connect the
developed converter model to bus-4.
AC
T7-8 T8-9
AC
T5-7
T6-9
T4-5 T4-6
AC
Bus 7 Bus 8 Bus 3Bus 2 Bus 9
Bus 5 Bus 6
Bus4
Bus 1
P+jQ
P+jQ P+jQ
1MW
30MVar
inverter
Figure 5.15 IEEE-9 bus system used in test
The designed model has the capacity of 50 KVAr which is very small to participate
in a significant amount of reactive power compensation in the IEEE-9 bus network.
To increase the reactive power sharing at the PCC, it is necessary to operate the
converter at the lower power factor. At this stage, it is assumed that the converter is
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operated at 0.85 power factor and the corresponding d and q component of current
is calculated. Reactive power-sharing is done by controlling the q component within
the calculated value, according to the droop method. Also, Ten number of low power
factor converters are connected parallel first and then connected to bus-46 through a
690/230 KV step-up transformer. It is done to realize the effect of injecting reactive
power on bus voltage as well. In bus-4, the load is connected after 0.2 s of simu-
lation time and grid voltage without the inductive load is recorded. The recorded
amplitude of the grid voltage is 156 KV. Later, grid voltage with the inductive load
is observed until 0.4 s of simulation time. The observed grid voltage from 0.2 s-0.4 s
simulation time is 147 KV. Finally, the designed converter is connected to the bus-4
at 0.4 s of simulation time and it is providing a sufficient amount of reactive power
to improve the voltage profile of the bus-4 during the simulation time from 0.4 s-0.6
s. The grid voltage amplitude of 149 KV is recorded, which indicates that total of
2 KV improvement of grid voltage profile with the help of the converter connection
is obtained. Figure 5.16 shows the grid voltage at bus-4 during the full simulation
time.
Figure 5.16 Voltage profile of bus-46
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Figure 5.17 Current condition when converter is connected with bus-4.
Figure 5.18 Power condition when converter is connected with bus-4.
Figure 5.17, it is observed that q component of the inner current controller is stable
and the amount of the q component current is almost 540 A. This figure shows dq
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component of the current of each 10 connected parallel converters during the simu-
lation time. Ten identical converters are participating reactive power compensation
and it is noticed form the power curve in Figure 5.18, which is positive 3.5 MVar.
The positive sign of reactive power clearly indicates that 3.5 MVAr reactive power
is supplied to the grid. This reactive power supply to the bus 4, help in minimizing
voltage deviation due to the additional inductive load in bus 4.
5.5 Discussion
The achieved results from the different simulation can be analyzed through the
mathematical behavior of droop control concerning low voltage, medium voltage,
and high voltage transmission line. As the level of voltage decreases, the more
resistivity comes into play in the transmission line. Thus, power-sharing through
grid-connected converter is difficult in low voltage grid. Further mathematical illus-
tration and interpretation are given below.
 Power flow through the line impedance : Real and reactive power feeding to
the grid can be calculated using the simple single diagram presented in Figure
5.19. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law in the in Figure 5.19, the amount of
current flowing through the converter to the grid is obtained.
ACAC 𝑬𝒄∠𝚽 
 
𝑼𝒑𝒄𝒄∠0 
 
𝒁∠𝛉 
 
𝑷,𝑸 
 
𝑰 
Figure 5.19 Converter supplying power to the grid
Ec   ZI UPCC = 0 (5.1)
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I =
Ec  UPCC
Z
I =
Ec 6   UPCC 6 0
Z 6 
I =
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Z
6      UPCC
Z
6  
(5.2)
Complex power of the single line can be obtained in (5.3) by replacing current
conjugate found in (5.2)
S = EcI
= Ec 6 
 Ec
Z
6 (   )  UPCC
Z
6 

=
E2c
Z
6    UPCCEc
Z
6  + 
=
E2c
Z
cos  + j
E2c
Z
sin    UPCCEc
Z
cos ( + )  jUPCCEc
Z
sin ( + )
(5.3)
Expressing real and reactive power separately in equation (5.4) and (5.5)
P =
E2c
Z
cos    UPCCEc
Z
cos ( + )
=
E2c
Z
cos    UPCCEc
Z
 
cos  cos  sin  sin
= cos 

E2c
Z
  UPCCEc
Z
cos ()

+
UPCCEc
Z
sin  sin
(5.4)
Q =
E2c
Z
sin    UPCCEc
Z
sin ( + )
=
E2c
Z
sin    UPCCEc
Z
 
sin  cos+ cos  sin

= sin 

E2c
Z
  UPCCEc
Z
cos ()

  UPCCEc
Z
cos  sin
(5.5)
If the phase angle  is too small then, sin and cos can be replaced by 
and 1 respectively in equation (5.4) and (5.5). Simplified equation is given in
equation (5.6) and (5.7)
P = cos ()

E2c
Z
  UPCCEc
Z

+
UPCCEc
Z
sin () (5.6)
Q = sin ()

E2c
Z
  UPCCEc
Z

  UPCCEc
Z
cos () (5.7)
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 Power flow when the line impedance is inductive : When the transmission line
is highly inductive then, it is relevant that  approaches to 
2
. The real power
and reactive power in equation (5.6) and (5.7) is again simplified as equation
(5.8) and (5.9).
P =
UPCCEc
X
 (5.8)
Q =
E2c
X
  UPCCEc
X
=
Ec(Ec   UPCC)
X
(5.9)
Equation (5.9) if, UPCC » EC then, the amount of reactive power is negative,
this implies that reactive power should be absorbed by the converter in order
to limit the voltage limit at the PCC and vice versa. On the other hand, real
power depends on the phase angle of the converter. In other words, real power
can be controlled by controlling frequency.
 Power flow when the line impedance is Resistive : When the transmission line
is highly resistive then, it is relevant that  approaches to 0. The real power
and reactive power in equation (5.6) and (5.7) is again simplified as equation
(5.10) and (5.11).
P =
E2c
X
  UPCCEc
R
=
Ec(Ec   UPCC)
X
(5.10)
Q =
UPCCEc
R
 (5.11)
Now, equation (5.10) and (5.11) shows the reverse phenomena from the pre-
vious case. The amount of reactive power injection depends on frequency and
real power depends on the voltage drop over the line impedance.
The conventional droop characteristics work only when the line impedance is induc-
tive. Thus, the droop control mechanism applied to the controlling of reactive power
is possible when the grid-connected converter is connected to the medium voltage
and high voltage grid through the transmission line. The droop control does not
necessarily work on reactive power control for the low voltage grid.
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6. CONCLUSION
The tendency of using grid-connected converter especially voltage source converter as
a power quality improvement device is observed through literature studies. Reactive
power control ability of grid converter usually supports the grid, particularly to
avoid voltage sag and swell at the point of common coupling. It is not so difficult in
the synchronous reference frame and using a simple PI controller. This is because
active and reactive power can be controlled independently by controlling d and
q component of converter generated current. An outer controller is required for
generating reactive current according to the grid condition. This generated current
is used as a reference current for the inner current PI controller. Thus, inner control
function acts in a way that converter either supplies or absorbs the same amount
of current that is generated by the outer controller. Controller parameter is defined
using the Q-V droop mechanism due to its simple and easy implementation.
A simulation model of MW level inverter is designed to control reactive power us-
ing Q-V droop mechanism. The defined architecture of the inverter is two level
three-phase inverter intending to test low medium and high voltage grid. Thus, in
high voltage application, it is necessary to use a transformer for stepping up the
voltage from a designed architecture which is compatible with the low voltage grid
in transformer-less connection. In order to supply quality power to the grid, LCL
filtering technique is used to reduce harmonics produced by converter switching.
However, LCL filtering technique may introduce resonance peaking. It may be re-
duced by using a damping resistor. In order to analyze the control mechanism and
to ensure the controller stability small signal modeling of the converter is done.
Small signal modeling of the converter is complex with the aim of controlling reac-
tive power. It is getting more complex when there is an LCL filtering is involved
in the filtering. Few assumptions have been made for making the calculation easy.
Finally, The transfer functions Gcld 0 and Gclq 0 is obtained for the inner current
control of d and q component of the converter current.
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To implement the reactive power control in a simulation environment, the block
diagram is developed where, all control blocks are illustrated. An SRF-PLL is used
to synchronize the converter with the grid. In SRF-PLL a PI controller is used
to works on error signal produced from the comparison of q component of grid
voltage and the reference value. The reference is usually set to zero. controller with
low cross-over frequency is used here to avoid impedance based interaction and to
operate the PI controller used in the stable state.
In inner current control, two PI controller is used to control generated current from
the converter which is flowing through the converter side inductor. PI controller
works on an error signal which is generated from the comparison of q or d compo-
nent of the converter current and their steady-state values. If the converter operates
at zero power factor then reference of q channel PI controller is set to zero, otherwise,
it has to be set according to the reactive power generation requirement. The usage
of higher control bandwidth for faster control dynamics is limited due to the reso-
nance peaking caused by LCL filter. The control bandwidth less than the resonant
frequency is used in order to avoid instability due to LCL filtering. The controller
tuning is done by using the loop shaping technique.
In order to regulate reactive power, an outer controller is designed to generate the
q-channel current reference. The outer controller is designed according to the Q-V
droop characteristics which are analogous to synchronous generator voltage control.
In Q-V droop, the reactive power requirement is set by the voltage deviation from the
preferred level. If the voltage deviation is negative, the certain amount of reactive
power should be drawn and vice versa. Since Q-V droop shows proportionality
behavior, a proportional controller should be designed. The process of selecting the
gain of that controller is discussed in Chapter 4.
The designed model with all control functionalities is then tested in few several test
cases. Test case shows that droop control works fine when the converter supplies
power through high and medium voltage transmission line. However, it does not
work with the low voltage transmission line. It is studied that, resistivity increases
with the decrease of the level of voltage. When a transmission line with a high
resistivity connect to the converter the reactive and active power dependency flowing
through the transmission line is altered. The regulation of reactive power previously
depends on voltage now depends on the frequency with the transmission line of high
resistivity. A practical simulation experiment with IEEE-9, high voltage bus system
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is done later. The results show that the performance of droop control is well in
that case. However, the lower rating of the designed converter is not enough to
see the visible reactive power control action. Thus, several identically designed
converter then connected in parallel to the grid bus. This step affects the reactive
power regulating accuracy. The power loss due to the circulating current among the
parallel connected converters might be one of the reason.
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APPENDIX A. INFORMATION ON IEEE-9 BUS
Table 1 IEEE-9 bus specification
Bus number Bus Voltage (KV) Phase angle (deg)
1 16 00
2 18 9:17
3 13:8 4:56
4 230  2:23
5 230  4
6 230  3:70
7 230 3:62
8 230 0:63
9 230 1:87
Although bus number 4 has the voltage level of 230 KV, when simulation starts
without load and converter, it shows the voltage level of 156 KV.
